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Grace Sloan, Overton, author of "Love, Marriage and Parenthood," will be the speaker for the annual Institute of Personal Relations sponsored by the YWCA on March 27-28.

A member of the Committee on Marriage and the Home for the Federal Council of Churches, Mrs. Overton has had many years' experience working with social groups all over the United States as an expert in social relationship problems. The program of the Institute of Personal Relations will be as follows: Thursday, 10:00: "Youth and Its Dilemma"; 10:30 "Moral and Religious Education"; 11:00 "New Attitudes Toward the Body." Friday, 10:00: "Romantic Marriages and Personal Integrity"; 10:30 "Making Romances of Marriage"; 11:00 "New "Sound." Annabelle's in Tuesday; 10:00: "Marriage and Christian Integrity"; 1:30 "Can We Ever Have Faith in the Future." All meetings will be held in Russell auditorium.

College Life Is Theme For Texas Dance Group

BY ANN WATERSTON

March 20 is the date Dr. Annie Schuyler Dugan, President of the National Physical Therapy Association, will conduct a lecture-demonstration on that afternoon at the University's Education Building. All who are interested in the dance and its influence will be able to take part in the demonstration. Tuesday night at 8:15 Dr. Dugan will conduct a recital in Russell auditorium. Admission will be free to all students, faculty and town people who are interested in the recital.

One of the groups of dance that will be the subject of this recital is the CAMPUS SUITE, which is composed of dancers developed on campus and dedicated to student life on the Texas State campus. "Registration" commemorates the tribute to the group's efforts in the construction and the dedication of the suite. It is the work of the entire group, including the dancers, with a few additional members of Talon staff. It reviews the activities of the suite, a few of the activities of the suite, and the dedication of the suite. It will be presented on March 21, at 8:00 in Russell auditorium.

YWCA Plans Retreat Here March 22, 23

Dr. Josiah Crudup of Mercer University will be the principal speaker at the Leadership Training Retreat which will be sponsored by the YWCA on this campus March 22 and 23.

George college women have been invited to send representatives from their YW and YM organizations to the retreat which will begin Saturday afternoon with a worship program led by Dr. Crudup. The program for the retreat will be as follows: 4:00-4:30, Get Acquainted with YM; 4:30-4:60, "The Real Purpose of the Christian Association of Campus" led by Mr. Harry Ware, Regional YMCA Council member; 5:30, Banquet, guest speaker to be Dr. Crudup. The Sunday schedule will include: 9:00-11:00, Program Laboratory, Ways By Which the Purpose of the Christian Association Might Be Realized, led by Miss Josephine Bone, Y. Secretary, Winthrop.

Ace Reporter Lectures On Overseas War

DeWitt Mackenzie, author and newspaperman, will be featured here on the lyceum series Thursday night, March 27, at 8:30 in Russell auditorium.

Mr. Mackenzie received his education at Black River Academy, Loudon, Va., and Syracuse University and began his career as a reporter on the Syracuse Post Stand in 1916. From there he went on to the sports editor-ship of the Schenectady Gazette, N. J. Later he became a member of the editorial staff of the Associated Press Program Laboratory, What is the Real Purpose of the Christian Association of a Campus? led by Mr. Henry Ware, Regional YMCA Council member; 7:30, Banquet, guest speaker to be Dr. Crudup. The Sunday schedule will include: 9:30-11:00, Program Laboratory, Ways By Which the Purpose of the Christian Association Might Be Realized, led by Miss Josephine Bone, Y. Secretary, Winthrop.

Overton to Lead Talks On Personal Problems

Grace Sloan, Overton, author of "Love, Marriage and Parenthood," will be the speaker for the annual Institute of Personal Relations sponsored by the YWCA on March 27-28.

A member of the Committee on Marriage and the Home for the Federal Council of Churches, Mrs. Overton has had many years' experience working with social groups all over the United States as an expert in social relationship problems. The program of the Institute of Personal Relations will be as follows: Thursday, 10:00: "Youth and Its Dilemma"; 10:30 "Moral and Religious Education"; 11:00 "New Attitudes Toward the Body." Friday, 10:00: "Romantic Marriages and Personal Integrity"; 10:30 "Making Romances of Marriage"; 11:00 "New Sound." Annabelle's in Tuesday; 10:00: "Marriage and Christian Integrity"; 1:30 "Can We Ever Have Faith in the Future." All meetings will be held in Russell auditorium.

Nino Martini Appears Here In Concert Series March 24

Nino Martini, young leading tenor of the Metropolitan Opera, will appear here in concert Monday, March 24, under the auspices of the Cooperative Concert Association, which will be in Russell auditorium at 8:30.

At the age of ten, the gentleman of Verona started horseback riding at the famous Camp Della Fiera, and singing. He sang soreffusso by his teacher, the local choirmaster, insisted that he sing at 12, while he could not ruin his voice. Martini was later solicited and a member of the choir of San Ferronzo's church.

The performances in which Martini made his operatic debut at 21 as the Don Alvaro in "Rigoletto" so inspired the audience that he was immediately signed for "I Puritani," an opera that had not been sung for over 50 years in its original key because one of the tenor arias called for F above high C. His sensational success in "Puritani" resulted in 16 successful performances in Milan. Then he went on a concert tour of Europe, and in Paris, he met Dame Lasky.

The "papagenos" he impersonated come from America for five concerts.
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CGA Officials Retreating

New College Government and Upper Court, Student Council, House Council, Miss Mary Thomas Maxwell led this afternoon the opening of the annual spring retreat at Lake Laura.

During the retreat is instigated for the purpose of getting the group away from the usual pressures associated with responsibilities and plans for the coming year. The meetings will be conducted with all phases of student life in mind.

Speakers, open discussions, forums, proposed changes in the Constitution, and the presentation of improvements in general appearances have been the subjects of discussion. The retreat will last until Sunday night, March 9 before lunch.
We're Killing Ourselves, Not Dieing, Says H. Siehl
STOP KILLING YOURSELF
Herald S. Siehl

By JANICE OXFORD

"Man does not die; he kills himself," wrote Dr. H. Siehl. Man hasn't quit it, yet, either. This same slogan, the whole article is particularly appropriate at this time, for about half of us are probably planning to do ourselves in some way.

We simple abuse of health is as widespread as smoking. In spite of all the grandiose talk about college foods, funny troubles of the throat, the amount of carbohydrates, fats and proteins are converted into fat and cause obesity. The foreign best way to be almost sure of being re- pounded to an insurance company is to be greatly over-weight.

This stress and strain of the Twentieth Century bring it's "Burry" reply with a capital 'B'. You wake in the morning and hurry to breakfast, you hurry to class (if you try to hurry through lessons), hurry through lunch, run through dinner, and hurry at work. greatest the greatest advantage you should find in the best little man you know, is that he's almost a moron with his whole built-in universe. "Worry is another nuisance on the road on which you ride without observing the stones. You trip over something just too much emotion, a fizzle. Worry is almost a medieval, and doth not contain a potential enemy. reducing irritating expend- 

Candy Adams

June 22, 1941

Donovan Appointed
Terrill Annex Matron

Miss Alice Donovan, a member of the GOWC, has been appointed new house mother for Terrill I and C dormitories, the position in 1934, after which she taught in Valdosta. In June, 1934, she entered government employment. Miss Donovan was formerly with the Farm Security Adminis-

CAMPUS ISSUES

Discussed at
Well's Dinner

Erectorating Thursday, March 6, Gay Wells was host at dinner in the Facility Student Relations com-

"Steady" to the meeting were Doris Warmack, recreation association president for 1941-42; Mary Jones Bevans, 1941-42 Student president; and Mele McLees, chief of the In- 

arian House in May: 304, and the group of students who were the most frequent guests at each.
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Collegians Advocate Aiding Britain by Lease-Lend Bill

AUSTIN, Texas March 8—The belief that the United States must help England on a lease-lend basis, trust in a British victory, and faith that democracy will survive—those are three patent manifestations of current collegiate thought expressed through Student Opinion Surveys of America.

Sampling a representative cross section of campuses, the Surveys interview typical students, presenting three queries that cover one of the most crucial problems ever faced by the U. S. These were the questions, and the majority answers given by American college youth:

1. It has been suggested that the U. S. allow Britain to have planes, guns, and other war materials on a lease or rental basis, with no cash payment. These materials would be returned or replaced with new equipment when the war is over. Do you approve or disapprove of the plan?

APPROVE, said 61 percent.

APPROVE, said 66 percent.

APPROVE, said 71 percent.

Thus, an overwhelming preponderance of the members of college age today,

... who may be among those most vitally affected by the war in the future, are represented. Fully confident that the days ahead are not as dark as some of their adult contemporaries have them believe. There is no doubt, the poll shows, that most students are convinced the C. S. will have to aid Britain, even if there is no cash payment. "Refusing to help Britain would be like sticking our heads in the sand," remarked a Rochester University senior.

Surprisingly enough, the one-third of the national enrollment opposed to handing British aid materials without payment is generally not concerned with the danger of actual involvement in the war that we are told the President's plan, now in Congress, would bring. The reason most opponents expressed was that: "We'll get stuck with another war debt; England won't be able to repay us."

Section by section, the interviewers working with the Surveys covered the entire nation in this study. In the West Central and Far Western states there appears to exist greater amounts of disapproval to the President's aid to Britain proposal.

First figure percent approved; second disapprove: New England, 64-36; Middle Atlantic, 64-36; East Central, 76-24; South, 76-24; Far West, 60-40.

DUKE UNIVERSITY
School of Nursing
DURHAM, N. C.

The Diploma of Graduate Nurse is awarded after three years. The entrance requirements are intelligence, character, and graduation from an accredited High School. Preference is given to those who have had college work.

The annual tuition of $100 covers the cost of instruction, unless books, etc., are required. Catalog, application forms, and information about requirements may be obtained from the admission committee.

Ace Reporter—
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... and light it. You'll like the cool way Chesterfields smoke...you'll like their better taste...you'll find them DEFINITELY MILD—NOT STRONG—not flat.

Do you smoke the cigarette that SATISFIES

Take out a Chesterfield

... and light it. You'll like the cool way Chesterfields smoke...you'll like their better taste...you'll find them DEFINITELY MILD—not strong—not flat.

Chesterfield

You can't buy a better cigarette...They Satisfy

CHEMISTRY CLUB
A motion picture, "Television and X-Ray," will be shown at the regular meeting of the Chemistry Club Monday night at 7:30 in the old Peabody auditorium. Anyone interested is invited to attend.

Seven Students Confined to Hospital

Fear of being confined to the hospital during Spring holidays has decreased the number of students entering treatment. Only seven are patients at Park Memorial this week.

The students are: Eloise Helm, Martha Hancock, Norma Underwood, Winnie Castleberry, Mary Jane Dupree, Charlotte Jackson and Mary Nelle Wetherington.

Shultz Says To Spread Medical Word

"We don't need more medical knowledge—we have enough of that but we need to transfer that knowledge to those that need it," Dr. Robert Y. Shultz, new head of the educational division of the Georgia Department of Public Health, told health students in the Physical Education building Friday, Feb. 25.

PICTURES FRAMED AT WOOTEN'S

All Kinds and Sizes

WOOTTEN'S BOOK STORE

Here's the real smoker's cigarette...the top o' good smoking for smokers like us

"Do you smoke the cigarette that SATISFIES"

Chesterfield's own

PATSY GARETT
of Fox World's "Boom Time"
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America's popular siren star

Free! Chesterfield's gourmet book - FREE with your Chesterfield Purchase of any size
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